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Introduction

Our Current Status:

● The pandemic required schools to make immediate and sweeping changes to the way they had always 
functioned.

● Educators, students, and parents came together and developed a whole new approach to learning- from remote 
learning to hybrid learning to modified in-person learning. 

○ Where we grew- Patience, independence, executive functioning skills, technology skills across platforms, 
grit, creativity

○ Where we were challenged- Social interaction, help in real-time when students needed it, hands-on 
learning, some direct instruction opportunities, increased screen time

● Despite the best efforts of all involved, there is no denying that learning has been interrupted for our students 
across grade levels.

● Current trends suggest that we can plan for a more traditional school year in 2021-2022 albeit with some lingering 
restrictions (masks, social distancing)



Research
Using a scientific research based approach, we are planning our strategy for addressing the needs of our 
students, both academically and social/emotionally as we transition into in-person learning.

● We must be data-driven using proven strategies and not make instructional decisions based on 
instinct alone.

Research Suggests that:
● Our most at-risk students should be prioritized for intervention and progress monitoring.
● Providing work suited for earlier grades or retaining students will not catch students up and will likely 

compound the problem.  
● Students must be presented with rigorous, grade-level learning objectives however, we will shift to 

have an increased focus and emphasis on diagnostic and pre-assessments to identify learning 
gaps.

● We will need to review curriculum maps and identify Priority Instructional Content with Coherence 
Maps.

● Social and Emotional Learning support will play a crucial role in our planning for the 2021-2022 
school year.  



Enduring Understandings
Our District mission statement states that our core purpose is to provide each student with the opportunity to 
achieve personal and academic excellence. 

● While some students may have managed a remote and hybrid learning environment with ease, other students 
may have a much more challenging transition back to full, in-person learning.

The first pillar of our district Strategic Plan is The Duxbury Public Schools is committed to providing a safe and 
secure academic and social environment for students, and to fostering a school community that promotes 
respect, dignity, and a healthy life balance.

● Throughout the pandemic we have worked to ensure that our students and families have had their basic needs 
met by providing technology devices, wifi access, food and nutritional support, and counseling support. 

● Principals will reach out to families as the year winds down and over the summer to request information about 
any individual student concerns that may warrant specific transition planning.  There will also be communication 
from classroom teachers, IEP liaisons, or counselors to assist with student transitions and needs. 

● Students may have additional considerations



Blueprint



Duxbury’s 3-Pronged Instructional Approach 
When planning for our instructional approach for the 2021-2022 school year, we 
focused on three main objectives:

1. Immediate Intervention Opportunities for High-Needs Students

2. Training for Teachers in Diagnosing Unfinished Learning

3. Continued Intervention Opportunities for All Students



Immediate Intervention Opportunities for 
At-Risk Students

Elementary

● Summer Title I program for our most At-Risk students K-5
○ Eligibility will be determined based on standardized and benchmark assessment results, district 

assessments, classroom and interventionist teacher input
○ Program will be in-person from July 19-August 5, 2.5 hours per day, 4 days per week
○ Parent notification letters will be sent as soon as Spring assessment data is available (soon after April 

vacation)
● All student access to summer activity calendar with kickoff Title I Reading and Math event in May

○ Students will be able to complete the summer learning calendars and turn in completed work for 
positive incentives and goals

● ESY is separate and eligibility is determined through the Team meeting process
● Before and After Dark will once again provide the community with many enrichment offerings for students of all ages.

Secondary

● Through the SST process, At-Risk students will be identified as eligible for summer intervention support (small group 
tutoring) in ELA and Math

● Eligibility will be determined through diagnostic and benchmark assessments, classroom performance
● Credit recovery and ESY are separate programs based on individual student need



Training for Teachers in Diagnosing 
Unfinished Learning

● Diagnosing Unfinished Learning will be a new term and area of focus for Duxbury educators
● Teachers are skilled at pre-assessing what students already know prior to beginning a new unit 

or skill, but differentiating instruction will be more important than ever before.
○ Pre-assessment- Determine a student's knowledge, understanding and skill prior to the 

unit of study. These are assessments for learning and include diagnostic or 
pre-assessments that the teacher uses to help guide instruction and benefit each learner.

○ Differentiated instruction-This instructional approach is driven by the data from students' 
assessment results and from the outcomes of other screening tools. Pre-assessments can 
gather information about each student's strengths, comforts, or areas of weakness. Small 
group, targeted instruction will need to be provided in every classroom preK-12.

● Duxbury teaching staff will receive specialized training to enable them to pre-assess and provide 
differentiated instructional opportunities for all students, regardless of their grade or skill level, 
across content areas, and in all courses.

● Our preK-12 teachers will be participating in training in Diagnosing Unfinished Learning and will 
participate in job-embedded PD such as real-time coaching during the 2021-2022 school year.

● We will be working with an educational consultant(s) on this district-wide effort



Continued Intervention Opportunities for 
ALL Students

Elementary

● Use of diagnostics from high-quality adopted materials

● Further use of Achieve the Core Coherence Maps and MA Frameworks Standards Navigator

● Use of screening and diagnostic assessments (Chandler-DRA, Aimsweb, iReady Math {1-2), 

Alden STAR Reading/Math, aimswebPlus Oral Reading Fluency)

● Title I Intervention Support

● Progress monitoring

● Intervention lessons across content areas

● Spiraling review of concepts

https://achievethecore.org/page/1118/coherence-map


Continued Intervention Opportunities for 
ALL Students

Secondary

● All Secondary Students now have an academic support block in their schedule

○ This block can be used for extra support in any class, procedures for extra support are 

building specific

○ Short term intervention can be put in place for any student who needs help

● Specific Intervention across content areas available in Blueprint for Learning Document

● All content areas will be utilizing diagnostic and benchmark assessments whenever possible

● Duxbury is piloting the LinkIt assessment that has DESE approved standardized assessments 

in English and Math, as well as district created assessment in Science and Social Studies 

using Standards-Based question banks

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Dv6SBxW_abILAFgHYdMhi3fgshRdFEX2gd6re3XGwXc/edit?usp=sharing
https://www1.linkit.com/


Social and Emotional Learning Support

We recognize that students will be returning to our schools in September with a variety of 
social and emotional needs vastly different than in a typical year.  We will be ready to support 
our students.

● Our Cohort C students may not have been inside our schools for 18 months
● Some students may have lost loved ones during the pandemic
● Many social opportunities have been missed by our students and their families
● Students and families may see an increase in anxiety due to the end of social distancing
● Students schedules and routines have been significantly disrupted
● Students and families have experiences losses that were important to them during the pandemic 

(separation from loved ones, missed events such as proms, graduations, college visits, other rites of 
passage).

● Families may be experiencing financial difficulties our housing/food insecurity


